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FIRSTLINE™ Clean & Restore:

Artisan Group’s Firstline™ Clean & Restore is
the perfect daily cleaner for granite
countertops and surrounding surfaces. It is a
pH neutral cleaner with evaporative cleaning
action and surfactants that leave no residue
streaks or water spots on your countertop.
Firstline™ Clean & Restore’s concentrated
formula replenishes granite properties with
every use to ensure the longevity of your
granite countertop.

FIRSTLINE™ Shine:

Artisan Group’s Firstline™ Shine spray helps maintain your countertops and
will keep them looking like new. It enhances the natural color of granite, while
simultaneously protecting the natural stone.

A slight silicone additive in Firstline™ Shine helps build protective layers on the
granite without waxy buildup. This is a great spray for daily, weekly or monthly
use. It is easy to use, fast drying, and unlike other sprays, leaves no water spots
or streaks.
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All of Blume’s KeyStone™ Granite countertops are sealed with the
highest quality sealer on the market.  FIRSTLINE™ not only protects
your countertop, but helps maintain its natural beauty and seals out
harmful bacteria.

·100% V.O.C Compliant

·100% Biodegradable

·Solvent-based Impregnator Sealer

·No Harsh Solvent Smell

·Non-Flammable

·Repels Water and Oil in Minutes

·Chemical properties with the formula
change the surface tension of your stone

·Quick-Dry Formula

·Designed to Penetrate Dense Stone

·Manufactured 100% in the United States

FIRSTLINE™ is an exclusive solvent-based and V.O.C. compliant
impregnator sealer. It is the finest sealer for granite penetrating grout and
dense stone to protect against water and oil staining, while allowing substrate
to properly breathe. It has a non-yellowing, long-lasting formula that will not
change the surface appearance of your granite. FIRSTLINE™ is specifically
designed to bond with quartz and silica materials inherent to granite and
grout.

The solvent-based sealer is thinner than traditional water-based sealers
allowing it to carry the sealant deeper into dense granite at a much faster rate.
The solvents used in FIRSTLINE™ sealer are approved by the government
and are proven to be ground-level ozone safe.
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Silicone Hot Pad

SPECIFICATIONS:

• 11 ½” Square Hot Pad in Black

• Resists heat up to 675°

• Dishwasher Safe

• Super Flexible

• Non-Stick, yet resists skidding and sliding

• Made from medical-grade FDA-approved silicone

All of the materials fabricated by Blume’s are heat resistant, but not heat
proof.  To protect your countertop, the use of a hot pad or trivet must be
used underneath pots, pans, crock pots, skillets and all other heat
generating appliances.

Please refer to the care and maintenance of the material of your choice for
more information.
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